Section 20
Mobile and Stationary Mechanized Equipment

This section sets forth the requirements and standards for Reclamation’s safety and occupational health programs. It covers the following specific areas:

- Operational Requirements
- Inspections
- Maintenance
- Testing
- Crawler Equipment
- Off-Highway Wheel Construction Machines
- Agricultural and Industrial Equipment
- Industrial Trucks
- A-Frame Trucks
- Aerial Lifts
- Other Mechanized Construction Equipment Standards
- Roads

Mobile mechanized equipment requirements contained and referenced in this section are applicable to all equipment propelled or drawn by mechanical power except rail rolling stock, passenger cars, trucks under 10,000 pounds, trailers under 3,000 pounds gross weight that meet Department of Transportation (DOT) design standards, snowmobiles, motorcycles, and all-terrain recreation machines.

20.1 Operational Requirements

20.1.1 Operators. Allow only authorized personnel to operate mobile equipment. Assign operators only to equipment they are qualified and licensed to operate. Provide operators with the instructions and training that their jobs require and ensure that operators:

- Meet the physical requirements of their job
- Meet the DOT licensing requirements for on-highway operations
- Do not operate mobile equipment for over 12 hours in any 24-hour period
- Comply with applicable operating instructions, limitations, regulations, and written safety programs and plans

Do not allow the operation to begin or continue if the operator is not physically, mentally, and emotionally capable of operating the vehicle or equipment safely.

20.1.2 Unusual Equipment Configurations. Refer to the section, "Hoisting Equipment, Piledrivers, and Conveyors."
a. **Examples.** Examples of unusual equipment configurations:

- Special use or conditional operations of dozers or other earthmoving equipment
- Anchoring mobile earthmoving or drilling equipment on steep slopes
- Hoisting with hydraulic excavating machines or multiple crane lifts
- Using a crane in conjunction with other equipment to lift loads

b. **Requirements.** Do not use equipment in unusual configurations until the following information and procedural documents have been obtained or developed:

- Equipment manufacturer or registered professional engineer's (PE) written approval
- Appropriate confirmation that hoisting systems used to raise, lower, suspend, or stabilize equipment on slopes meet applicable design, testing, and certification requirements
- A Job Hazard Analysis (JHA)

c. **Exceptions**

- Hydraulic excavating machine hoisting operations conforming with applicable provisions in the section, "Hoisting Equipment, Piledrivers, and Conveyors."
- Operation of equipment on 30 percent or less grades when the operational assist system, dozer blades, loader buckets, dippers, winches, etc., are not required to stabilize the working machine in any operational configuration

**20.1.3 Parking, Stopping, Standing.** Do not stop, park, or leave standing any equipment on any road, ramp, accessway, or other location in such a manner as to endanger personnel or property. Do not leave equipment unattended unless the motor has been shut off, brakes securely set, transmission gears engaged, and all hydraulic components lowered to a supporting surface or otherwise protected against accidental movement. Chock or turn the wheels toward the curb on any equipment parked on a grade.

Transmix concrete trucks, lubrication trucks, fuel trucks, and similar equipment using primary engine-powered auxiliary equipment, also know as power take off (PTO), and/or exterior controls are not considered unattended when:
• The operator is outside the cab but within arms length of the unit or is in contact with auxiliary equipment or controls.

• The primary unit’s brakes and gearing arrangements are designed for safe use of auxiliary attachments and/or exterior controls are in the proper position.

• The primary unit is equipped with an automatic lockout device that prohibits operating exterior controls until the brake and gear arrangements are in the proper position.

Diesel-powered earthmoving equipment being refueled or cooled down in a secured area or under visual observation of the operator or a mechanic, with brakes set and wheels chocked and hydraulic components lowered to a supporting surface, is not considered unattended.

20.1.4 Speeds. Do not operate equipment at speeds greater than those that are reasonable and safe considering weather conditions, traffic, road conditions, type and condition of equipment, and manufacturer’s recommendations. The operator must have the equipment under control at all times and be able to stop within the clear-sight distance.

20.1.5 Gears Engaged. Do not operate any vehicle on a downgrade with gears in neutral or clutch disengaged.

20.1.6 Towing. Do not permit employees between a towed vehicle and the towing vehicle, except when hooking or unhooking it.

20.1.7 Unattended at Night. Make sure equipment left unattended after hours on or near roadways or in areas where work is in progress has lights, reflectors, or lighted or reflective barricades to identify the location of the equipment.

20.1.8 Unauthorized Riding. Do not allow personnel to ride in or on mobile equipment unless they are sitting in a seat designed and installed for that purpose.

20.1.9 Securing Loads. Properly distribute, chock, tie down, or otherwise secure the load on every piece of mobile equipment according to DOT regulations (table 20-1). Secure tools and material transported in the same compartment as personnel to prevent movement of the tools and material.
### Table 20-1.—Applicable standards and regulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulation standard</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference in section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49 CFR 390-399</td>
<td>Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 CFR 393.93</td>
<td>Seats, Seatbelt Assemblies and Seatbelt Assembly Anchorages – Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations</td>
<td>20.6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49 CFR 393.100</td>
<td>General Rules for Protection Against Shifting or Falling Cargo - Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations</td>
<td>20.1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 CFR 1910.178</td>
<td>Powered Industrial Trucks</td>
<td>20.10 20.10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI/ASME B30.5</td>
<td>Mobile and Locomotive Cranes</td>
<td>App. F(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI/ASME B56.1</td>
<td>Safety Standard for Low Lift and High Lift Trucks</td>
<td>20.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI/ASME B56.6</td>
<td>Safety Standard for Trough Terrain Forklift Trucks</td>
<td>20.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI/SIA A92.2</td>
<td>Vehicle Mounted and Elevating Rotating Aerial Devices</td>
<td>20.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI/SIA A92.3</td>
<td>Manually Propelled Elevating Aerial Platforms</td>
<td>20.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI/SIA A92.5</td>
<td>Boom Supported Elevated Work Platforms</td>
<td>20.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI/SIA A92.6</td>
<td>Self-Propelled Elevating Work Platforms</td>
<td>20.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI B15.1</td>
<td>Safety Standard for Mechanical Power Transmission Apparatus</td>
<td>20.13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI A92.2 Section 5</td>
<td>Predelivery Testing and Inspection of New Aerial Devices</td>
<td>20.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J682</td>
<td>Fenders and Mudflaps</td>
<td>App. G, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J1040</td>
<td>Performance Criteria for Rollover Protection Structures (ROPS)</td>
<td>20.6.1 App. H (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE/JISO 3449</td>
<td>Earth Moving Machinery - Protective Structures - Laboratory Tests and Performance Requirements</td>
<td>20.6.2 App. H (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J1116</td>
<td>Categories of Off-Road Self Propelled Work Machines</td>
<td>20.6.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 20-1.—Applicable standards and regulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulation standard</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference in section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAE J1029</td>
<td>Lighting and Marking of Construction Earth Moving Machinery</td>
<td>App. H (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J321</td>
<td>Tire Guards for Protection of Operators of Earth Moving Haulage Machines</td>
<td>App. H (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J1194</td>
<td>Rollover Protective Structures (ROPS) for Wheeled Agricultural Tractors</td>
<td>App. H (10)(12)(13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J167</td>
<td>Overhead Protection for Agricultural Tractors</td>
<td>App. H (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J220</td>
<td>Crane Boomstop</td>
<td>App. F (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J101</td>
<td>Hydraulic Wheel Cylinders for Automotive Drum Brakes</td>
<td>App. H (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J115</td>
<td>Safety Signs</td>
<td>App. H (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE J1511</td>
<td>Steering for Off-Road Rubber-Tired Machines</td>
<td>App. H (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAE HS-5600</td>
<td>Lighting and Marking of Agricultural Equipment on Highways</td>
<td>App. H (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20.1.10 Seats and Seatbelts. Do not allow operators or passengers to ride on or in equipment unless they are seated with installed seatbelts fastened, except for stand-up operation.

20.1.11 Emergency Equipment. Equip all trucks and combination vehicles operated on public roads including all buses, and vehicles carrying flammables, explosives, or hazardous materials with emergency equipment. Equip all mobile machines with appropriate fire extinguishers.

- **Flags and reflectors.** Use a red flag measuring at least 12 inches square with three reflective markers when parked along public roadways.
- **Wheel chocks.** Use two-wheel chocks for each vehicle or trailer use where there is a possibility that the vehicle will move or shift because of roadway conditions or loading or unloading of the vehicle or trailer.
- **Fire extinguishers.** Install one 2-A:40-B:C dry chemical extinguisher. When transporting flammable or explosive cargo, install at least two 2-A:40-B:C dry chemical fire extinguishers.

20.2 Inspection Requirements

20.2.1 Initial. Qualified personnel must inspect mobile equipment before conducting required onsite brake performance tests to ensure that the equipment is in safe condition and that it meets the original design specifications and the standards of this section. Conduct the inspection at the site. Ensure that the inspection is recorded on the applicable form and verified by a Reclamation representative. Repair unsafe equipment and
reinspect it before it is returned to service and/or before the brakes are tested. The employer must inspect equipment exempted from brake tests before it is used onsite. Repair and reinspect the equipment if it is unsafe. Make a record of the inspection available for review.

20.2.2 Periodic. Inspect equipment in service at the beginning of each shift. Do not place the inspected unit into service unless applicable equipment and accessories are in safe operating condition, including:

- Service brake
- Secondary brake
- Parking brake
- Windows
- Tires
- Warning devices
- Steering mechanism
- Operating controls
- Wipers
- Defrosters
- Coupling devices
- Fire extinguisher

Keep daily inspection logs with the vehicle.

20.3 Maintenance Requirements

20.3.1 Removal from Service. Remove equipment from service whenever an unsafe condition is detected. Do not place it back in service until it has been repaired.

20.3.2 Repair Shutdown. Shut down and secure equipment while repairs or adjustments are being made unless operation is essential to making the adjustments or repairs.

20.3.3 Refueling. Refueling is subject to the requirements in the section, "Standards for Material Handling, Storage, and Disposal."

20.3.4 Tire Repair. Provide a safety tire cage and use it when inflating, mounting, or dismounting tires installed on "split rims" or rims equipped with locking rings or similar devices. Do not weld on rims unless the tire has been removed. Reference the OSHA specified "Multi-Piece Rim Wheel Matching Chart" or equivalent poster.

20.3.5 Blocking. Block or crib equipment or parts suspended or held aloft by cables, hydraulic cylinders, slings, ropes, hoists, or jacks, or lower it to a supporting surface before permitting employees to work in, under, or between pieces of equipment or parts.
20.3.6 **Brake Repair.** Use a vacuum with a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter to clean asbestos-lined brake assemblies. Do not use compressed air for this purpose.

20.4 **Testing Requirements**

Conduct operational tests, required by the manufacturer's maintenance and operational manuals accompanying the machine or equipment, at recommended intervals. Appropriately log test results and make them available. Onsite brake tests for specific equipment are included in operation tests. Loading tests are required for operational testing of cranes.

20.5 **Requirements for On-Highway Equipment**

Trucks over 10,000 lb (GVW), including but not limited to tractor/trailer combinations, transmix trucks, dump trucks and buses, and self-propelled and rubber-tired truck cranes and excavators shall meet the applicable requirements of this section and subsection, appendix G, and applicable DOT requirements contained in Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations 49 CFR 390-399 (see table 20-1).

20.5.1 **Dump Trucks and End-Dump Trailers.** Equip dump trucks and end-dump trailers of all types with the following safety devices:

a. **Trip Handles.** Equip trip handles or dump body operating levers that control hoisting or dumping with a latch or similar device that will prevent accidentally starting or tripping the mechanism. Locate the trip handle so the operator remains clear of the load or dumping device.

b. **Holding Device.** Permanently attach a manually operated strut to the truck body for use in preventing accidentally lowering the dump body or bed during inspection or maintenance operations. Use the holding device when personnel are around or under the dump body and the bed is in the raised position.

c. **Cab Protection.** Protect the operators of trucks loaded or unloaded by means of a crane, power shovels, loaders, or similar equipment with a cab shield barrier and/or a protective canopy adequate to stop or deflect falling or shifting material. When such protection is not installed, the operator must leave the cab during loading and unloading operations.

d. **Tip-Over Safety Device.** Under the following circumstances, equip long-bed end-dump trailers used in off-road hauling with a roll-over warning device:
   
   - The material being dumped is subject to being stuck or caught in the trailer rather than exiting the bed freely.
• The dump site cannot be maintained in a nominally level condition (lateral slope less than 3 percent).

Equip the device with a continuous monitoring display at the operator station to give the operator a visible and audible warning of an unsafe condition.

20.5.2 Braking Systems. Equip all on-highway equipment with braking systems as described herein and in appendix G.

a. Equip a bus, truck, tractor-trailer, combination of vehicles, or similar type equipment with the following braking systems that conform to these requirements and the requirements in appendix G:
   1. A service brake system
   2. A parking brake system
   3. A secondary braking system

b. Equip mobile cranes and excavators, mounted on rubber-tired chassis or frames, and manufactured after July 1967 with a service braking system, secondary stopping (brake) system, and a parking brake system. (See provisions of appendices F or G for detailed requirements.)

20.5.3 Brake Performance Test. After satisfactorily completing initial inspection requirements of this section and appendix F or G (whichever appendix is applicable), but prior to initial onsite use, equipment must satisfactorily complete an onsite brake performance test. Subsequent tests must be conducted annually, or following repair or maintenance of braking systems. Equipment owned/leased and operated by suppliers and engaged in limited operation on the project are exempted from brake performance test and inspection requirements. Onsite brake performance tests will be verified by a Reclamation representative on each piece of equipment in accordance with the manufacturer’s prescribed method for brake performance testing if:

a. The procedure is in writing.

b. The method verifies the operation of the service, secondary, and parking brake systems.

c. The manufacturer's opinion is adequate to verify that the braking systems would meet the applicable SAE standard requirements.

In lieu of an acceptable manufacturer-approved brake performance test procedure, onsite brake performance tests will be verified by a Reclamation representative on each piece of equipment in accordance with appropriate method and procedures (see appendices F and G). Test results will be recorded on the appropriate form and maintained in the equipment file.
Equipment failing the test shall not be placed into service until repaired and retested.

20.6 Crawler Equipment Requirements

Crawler equipment and operations must meet the requirements of this section, appendix F and applicable references in table 20-1.

20.6.1 Rollover Protective Structures (ROPS). Install ROPS on all crawler tractors and loaders except side-boom crawler tractors when these are equipped with seatbelts and the boom and counterweights are installed.

20.6.2 Falling Objects Protective Structures (FOPS). Equip crawler tractors and loaders with protective structures when they are used in operations that expose the operator to falling objects.

20.6.3 Operator Enclosure. Equip crawler tractors, loaders, or forestry machines with enclosures when used in tree-clearing operations or other operations where objects may intrude into the operator's area.

20.6.4 Certification of Protective Structures (ROPS)(FOPS). Make certain that protective structures, ROPS and FOPS, meet required design criteria available for review before the equipment is used. Acceptable methods of certification are:

- Manufacturer's or PE's written confirmation that the structures meet required design criteria
- Permanent labels attached to the structure

20.6.5 Modification or Repair of Protective Structures—ROPS and FOPS. Modification or repair of protective structures of ROPS and FOPS without manufacturer or PE's written approval voids certifications. Remove decertified protective structure(s) from service until the modified, repaired, or damaged protective structure is recertified or replaced.

20.6.6 Braking Systems. The service and parking brake systems on crawler equipment must be adequate to stop and hold the machine on all surfaces.

20.6.7 Accessories. Equip all crawler equipment with the following accessories:

- **Lights.** Equip machines operated at night or when vision is obscured with two symmetrically mounted lights or flood lamps that illuminate the forward working area and with one light or flood lamp of equal intensity for illuminating the rear working area.
Also provide one bucket lamp on all shovels and excavators. Also equip slow-moving vehicles such as dozers with a rotating amber light or equivalent that is visible in all directions.

b. Warning Devices. Install an automatic functional backup alarm where there is obstructed vision to the rear.

20.6.8 Access Systems. To personnel entering, leaving, or working in or on operator cabs or stations or inspection or on service platforms provide steps, stairways, ladders, walkways, platforms, handholds, guardrails, and entrance openings. Keep the vertical height of the first steps no higher than 28 inches from the ground. Such systems provide the person with three points of support at all times.

20.6.9 Seatbelts. Install and use seatbelts on all equipment protected by rollover protective structures or as required elsewhere. Where seatbelts are installed, use is mandatory.

20.6.10 Equipment Cabs. Equip cabs with shatter-resistant glazing in all windows, heaters, defrosters, windshield wipers, and door restraints. Provide bidirectional machines with rearview mirrors. Equip machines with windshields but not cabs with windshield wipers as appropriate.

20.6.11 Barricades. Barricade the swing radius area of rotating superstructures of track hoes or similar equipment in a manner that physically prevents persons or equipment from being struck by the superstructure.

20.7 Requirements for Off-Highway Wheel Construction Machines

Off-highway wheeled construction machines, including but not limited to loaders and tractors, scrapers, dumpers, graders, rollers and compactors of mass greater than 3 tons, water wagons, and similar-type equipment, must conform with this subsection; applicable provisions of this section, other relevant subsections, and the appendix entitled, "Record of Performance—Inspection and Brake Test." Mobile, self-propelled cranes are also subject to this subsection.

20.7.1 Braking Systems. Equip all equipment regardless of age with a safe and operable service braking system, an emergency stopping (brake) system, and a parking brake system. The braking systems must conform with the criteria contained in appendix H. Units manufactured before 1980 may conform to the SAE Standard under which they were manufactured, if: (1) the standard requires a service brake system, an emergency brake system, and a parking brake system, and (2) failure of any one system or component will not reduce the effectiveness of the machine's stopping capability below the emergency stopping performance criteria shown in appendix H. In no circumstances shall dropping the scraper bowl, loader bucket, grader/tractor blade, or equipment loads be considered an emergency braking system. (See appendix H, item 17, for exemptions on compactors and rollers intended for use on grades of 3 percent or less.)
20.7.2 Brake Performance Test. The employer shall, after satisfactorily completing the initial inspection requirements of appendix H, conduct onsite brake performance tests on all equipment before it is returned to use, annually thereafter, and as whenever needed.

a. A Reclamation representative will verify onsite brake performance tests on each piece of equipment in accordance with the manufacturer's prescribed method for brake performance. The certification will:
   - Be in writing
   - Provide a method to verify the operation of the service, emergency, and parking brake systems
   - Be, in the manufacturer's opinion, adequate to verify that the braking systems would meet the applicable SAE standards

b. No testing is required for roller compactors on slopes less than 3 percent.

c. In lieu of an acceptable manufacturer's approved brake performance test procedure, conduct onsite brake performance tests according to the following procedures:
   - Individually test each required braking system (service, emergency, parking) according to criteria set forth in the Reclamation form entitled, "Brake Performance Test Record," shown in appendix H.
   - Record each test result on the form, then date and sign.
   - Do not return equipment failing the test to service until corrective measures have been taken and a retest confirms the equipment is safe to operate.

20.8 Requirements for Agricultural and Industrial Equipment

Agricultural wheeled tractors and industrial equipment, including but not limited to tractors, loaders, backhoe loaders, trenchers, and similar type equipment will be designed, operated, and maintained in a safe condition. All equipment must have service and parking braking systems that can stop and hold the equipment on any surface.

20.9 Requirements for Personnel Transport Vehicles and Buses

All vehicles transporting personnel shall be operated and maintained in a safe condition.

20.9.1 Type of Equipment. Use only fully enclosed vehicles with seats and seatbelts for operators and passengers to transport personnel.
20.9.2 **Operator Qualifications.** Operators of buses must be 21 years old and have in their possession a valid State operator's permit or license for the type of vehicle being operated. Operators must have passed a physical examination within the past year showing they are physically qualified to safely operate the vehicle.

20.9.3 **Starting.** Do not allow vehicles transporting personnel to move until the operator has checked that all persons are seated, seatbelts are fastened, and doors are closed.

20.9.4 **Tools and Materials.** Place tools and materials in containers or secure when they are transported in vehicles carrying personnel.

20.10 **Requirements for Industrial Trucks**

All industrial trucks must meet the requirements for design, construction, stability, inspection, testing, maintenance, and operation as required for safe use. High-lift rider trucks shall be equipped with overhead guards (ANSI B56.1).

20.10.1 **Inspection.** Perform and document industrial truck inspections according to the manufacturer’s operating manual before the trucks are operated.

20.10.2 **Lift Trucks and Stackers.** Post capacity plates on lift trucks and stackers within the operator’s view. When removable counterweights are used, the operator must not exceed the corresponding rated capacities. Do not make modifications or additions affecting the capacity or safe operation of the equipment without the manufacturer’s written approval or without making corresponding revisions to the capacity plates.

20.10.3 **Steering Knobs.** Do not attach steering or spinner knobs to the steering wheel unless the steering mechanism is of a type that prevents road reactions from causing the steering wheel to spin. Mount the knob within the periphery of the wheel.

20.10.4 **Lifting Personnel.** Do not use powered industrial trucks for hoisting personnel.

20.10.5 **Rail Car and Semi-Trailer Lifting.** Take positive steps to prevent the movement of the car or trailer before using an industrial truck to load or unload a rail car or "over the road" trailer. Positively fasten ramps or dock plates in place to prevent accidental movement.
20.10.6 **Multiple Lifting.** Do not lift a load using more than one industrial truck, unless a task specific job hazard analysis has been prepared and approved by the office head. The load lifted by each truck must not exceed 80 percent of its rated capacity when used in conjunction with other trucks.

20.10.7 **Battery Charging.** Recharge battery operated industrial trucks in designated areas that have been evaluated to ensure that ventilation is adequate to prevent the accumulation of flammable and explosive gasses; and, ensure there are no flammables or combustibles in the area.

20.10.8 **Operator Training.** Train and evaluate employees before assigning them to operate powered industrial trucks. Train operators as specified in 29 CFR 1910.178(l)(3). Include the name of the operator, the date of the training, the date of the evaluation, and the identity of the person(s) performing the training or evaluation in the certification that the training and evaluation has been completed. A training program must consist of the following three parts:

- Formal instruction that includes lectures, discussions, interactive computer learning, videos, or written material.
- Practical, hands-on training that includes demonstrations performed by the trainer and practical exercises performed by the trainee. Conduct the training on the particular equipment the trainee will be operating on the job.
- Evaluate the operator’s ability to handle the truck safely in the workplace.

20.10.9 **Frequency of Evaluation.** Evaluate each operator’s performance periodically, but at least once every 3 years.

20.10.10 **Refresher Training.** Training should include the following:

- Surface conditions
- Load stability
- Lifting different types of loads
- Putting down a load
- Traveling tips
- Hazardous locations
- Activities and environments employee will be working in

If one of the following occurs, provide refresher training:

- The operator was involved in an accident or near miss incident.
- The operator was observed operating the vehicle in an unsafe manner.
- The operator was evaluated as needing more training.
Changes in the workplace could affect safe operation (such as a different type of paving, reconfigured storage racks, new layouts with narrower aisles or restricted visibility, or the operator is assigned to a different type of truck).

20.11 Requirements for A-Frame Trucks

20.11.1 Design. A-frame trucks and similar job-fabricated mobile hoisting equipment must conform to this subsection and applicable provisions in the section, "Hoisting Equipment, Piledrivers, and Conveyors." Make sure design is by a PE, and provide a written certification attesting that the equipment meets load and capability requirements.

20.11.2 Safety Factor. Incorporate a minimum safety factor of 5 in the design of chains, standing parts or guy cables, boom supports, and other load-carrying boom (A-frame) parts. Live or running cable reeings including boom hoist cables, shackles, hooks, and accessories must have a minimum safety factor of 3.5.

20.11.3 Performance Inspection and Testing and Capacity Charts. Load test, at 110 percent of rated capacity, A-frame trucks and associated equipment, before use, annually thereafter, and after modification or repair. Install capacity charts on the equipment in full view of the operator.

20.12 Requirements for Aerial Lifts

Vehicle mounted and elevating rotating aerial devices must conform with the current edition of applicable ANSI/SAE standards. (See table 20-1.)

• Modification. Aerial lifts may be modified for uses other than those intended by the manufacturer, provided the modification has been certified in writing by the manufacturer or by other qualified equivalent entities such as a testing laboratory to be in conformity with the applicable provisions of the governing ANSI standard and the requirements of this section.

• Ladder trucks and tower trucks. Secure aerial ladders in the lower traveling position by a locking device on top of the truck cab and by a manually operated device at the base of the ladder before permitting the truck to travel.

• Routine testing. Elevate the boom and check the aerial lift before each shift to ensure that all controls and safety devices are functioning properly.

• Operators. Instruct and train operators in the operation of the type of equipment to which they are assigned. Allow only persons specifically authorized to operate aerial lifts to operate this type of equipment.
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- Safety harness. Employees working from an aerial lift must wear a safety harness and a lanyard attached to the basket, platform, or boom. They must stand on the floor of the basket or platform and must not sit or climb up on the guardrail or enclosure. Do not allow planks, ladders, or other devices to be used as work platforms.

- Load limits. Post load limits specified by the manufacturer on the equipment and do not allow the limits to be exceeded. The date of the most recent load test must be posted or stenciled on the equipment.

- Stabilization. Stabilize aerial lifts against movement or overturning in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

- Moving. Do not move aerial lift trucks, except for equipment specifically designed for that purpose, when the boom is elevated with people in the basket or on the work platform.

- Controls. Provide both platform (upper) and lower controls for articulating booms and extensible boom platforms. Mount on the basket or platform within easy reach of the operator. Design lower controls to override the upper controls. Plainly marked controls as to their function. A person familiar with the machine lower controls must be on the ground in the vicinity of the aerial lift at all times when employees are elevated. Do not operate lower controls without permission from the employee in the lift, except in an emergency.

- Insulated booms

- Testing and certification. Test and certify any aerial device or component thereof that is represented by the manufacturer or installer as being insulated, as set forth in ANSI A92.2, Section 5, "Predelivery Testing and Inspection of New Aerial Devices."

- Operation. Test, operate, and maintain the insulated aerial lifts, when used to work on or near high-voltage lines or equipment, in strict compliance with the manual or manuals provided by the manufacturer. The manual(s) must contain:
  - Descriptions, specifications, and capacities of the aerial device
  - Instructions for installing or mounting the device
  - Operating pressure of any hydraulic or pneumatic system that is part of the aerial device
  - Specific instructions regarding field testing, operation, and maintenance
  - Replacement part information
  - Manufacturer's Certification Test
  - Alteration. Do not insulate portions of the lift, basket, and boom in any manner that might reduce its insulating value
20.13 Requirements for Other Mechanized Construction Equipment Standards

In addition to specific requirements set forth elsewhere in this manual, the requirements set forth in this subsection apply to all stationary mechanized equipment and drives.

20.13.1 Guarding. Guard or isolate belts, gears, shafts, pulleys, sprockets, spindles, drums, flywheels, chains, or other reciprocating, rotating, articulating or moving parts of equipment to protect people and property. Guarding must comply with the standards set forth in the current edition of ANSI B15.1, "Safety Standard for Mechanical Power Transmission Apparatus."

20.13.2 Working Platforms. Provide equipment with adequately designed working platforms, guardrails, and accessories so that operating and maintenance personnel will have a safe footing.

20.13.3 Fuel Tanks. Locate fuel tanks shall be located so that spills or overflows can not contact the engine, exhaust, or electrical parts.

20.13.4 Removal of Guards. Do not remove or render ineffective guards and safety devices except for necessary repairs or maintenance and then only after isolating the power. Replace the guards and safety devices and make them operable before restarting the equipment.

20.13.5 Hot Surfaces. Either isolate, guard, or insulate hot surfaces of equipment, including exhaust pipes and steam pipes to prevent contact by personnel.

20.13.6 Exhaust Fumes. Confine or control exhaust or discharges from equipment so that they do not endanger personnel or obstruct the operator's view.

20.13.7 Rock Crushers. Screen rock crushers and similar equipment to prevent flying chips or rocks from injuring personnel in their vicinity.

20.13.8 Vibrating and Rocker Screens. Equip vibrating or rocker screens with sides and baffles to prevent rock from falling from the screen. Where materials are being processed dry, install exhaust systems to remove the dust.

20.13.9 Lockout/Tagout. Install power-driven equipment with provisions for locking out the controls or switches while under repair. Establish an effective lockout and tagout program in accordance with the section, "Control of Hazardous Energy," prescribing specific responsibilities and procedures to be followed by the person(s) performing the repair work. Lock out and tag this type of equipment during repair.
20.13.10 Certification. Certify the design of all major facilities and equipment built or provided by Reclamation or the contractor for Reclamation’s use, such as conveyors, materials handling systems, hoists, personnel hoists, manskips, and concrete forming support systems for major structures as structurally suitable for the use intended. The manufacturer or a PE must submit a written certification before the erection or use of such facilities and equipment on the job site. (Refer to relevant sections of this manual and specifications for information on additional requirements.)

20.14 Requirements for Roads

Design all roads, including haul roads, on the project site in accordance with the requirements contained in this section. Do not move any mobile equipment on any road, accessway, or grade unless the roadway widths, grades, and curves are constructed to safely accommodate the movement of the vehicle or equipment at the speeds that are appropriate.

20.14.1 Haul Road Submittals. Submit the design of haul roads for acceptance by the office head before beginning road construction.

20.14.2 Grades. The maximum allowable grade is 12 percent. Loading and dumping ramps may be exempted if all of the following conditions exist:

- The ramp grade does not exceed the lesser of: 25 percent
- Manufacturer’s recommended maximum grade for the equipment
- The maximum grade on which the machine, when loaded to the manufacturer's specified gross weight, can be safely stopped and held
- Acceptable machine gear range and ground speed for safely descending and stopping on the ramp have been determined by field testing or provided by the manufacturer.
- A JHA has been developed, and the office head has approved the action.

20.14.3 Loading and Dumping Ramps. Loading and dumping ramps are defined for the purpose of this subsection as follows:

- Sections of haul roads immediately adjacent to loading and dumping areas and the loading site.
- Ramp sections that are less than 200 feet long, with a lower end that (1) either stops on level grade no closer than 200 feet from foot traffic or congested equipment areas, or (2) is not directly aligned to terminate into these areas.
20.14.4 **Curves.** Design all curves to have open sight lines and as great a radius as practical.

20.14.5 **Embankment Protection.** Construct or install berms, curbs, or barricades to prevent vehicles or equipment from overrunning the edge or the end of the embankment when a difference in road or working level exists. Construct berms or curbs to one-half the diameter of the tires of the largest piece of equipment using the roadway.

20.14.6 **Drainage.** Design roadways to be constructed with a slight crown and with ditches provided to facilitate drainage.

20.14.7 **Posting Speed Limits.** Post all roads, including haul roads, with curve signs and maximum speed limits. Limit vehicle speeds on curves to those which permit the vehicle to be stopped within one-half the minimum sight distance. Post all curves with acceptable speed limits.

20.14.8 **Single-Lane Haul Roads.** Provide adequate turnouts on single-lane haul roads with two-way traffic. When turnouts are not practical, provide a traffic control system to prevent accidents. Advise all personnel of the traffic control system and operating restrictions.

20.14.9 **Two-Way Haul Roads.** Whenever possible, use a right-hand traffic pattern on two-way haul roads. Install signs and traffic control devices to safely control travel when a right-hand traffic pattern is not feasible.

20.14.10 **Traffic Control Devices.** The employer must install traffic control devices including signal lights, signs, and barricades, or provide trained traffic flagpersons to ensure the safe movement of traffic. Refer to applicable portions in the section, "Signs, Signals, and Barricades."

20.14.11 **Road Maintenance.** Routinely maintain all roadways, including haul roads, in safe condition and eliminate or control dust, ice, and similar hazards. Whenever dust conditions exist, provide adequate dust control equipment on the jobsite and ensure that it is used to control the dust hazard.